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Market News  

Fears grow that EU glyphosate ban could disrupt global trade 
31 October – Politico.eu 

Some of Europe’s biggest trade partners fear a potential EU ban on glyphosate could hit 
exports of crops ranging from Australian wheat to Brazilian soybeans. 
Just seven weeks before the license for the world’s most common weedkiller runs out in 
Europe, agricultural powerhouses, including Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada and New 
Zealand, are pushing Brussels for answers over the fate of their exports to the EU. 
Their chief concern: If the EU blocks its own farmers from using glyphosate, those same 
farmers could make it almost impossible, politically, for Europe to continue importing food 
grown using the herbicide. To avoid accusations of double standards, EU countries will be 
under massive pressure to restrict imported products containing glyphosate. 
In technical terms, action against imports would be relatively straightforward. According to 
a 2005 regulation, a ban on glyphosate would open the door for the EU to revise down the 
permissible “tolerance” level of the chemical in food imports. 
Argentina joined forces with other big exporters and is “following the development of the 
renewal for the authorization of glyphosate very closely, and is also taking some steps 
within its reach that could serve to ensure that the right decision is made,” said Adrián 
Serra, head of the trade section at the Mission of Argentina to the European Union. 
If glyphosate is no longer on the market after December 15, the mechanics of limiting 
imports could take two paths. 
A glyphosate ban would contradict scientific findings from the European Food Safety 
Authority and the European Chemicals Agency, both of which deemed it to be safe, Serra 
said. These conclusions differ from the World Health Organization’s International Agency for 
Research on Cancer, which deemed glyphosate was “probably carcinogenic.” 
Argentine Agriculture Minister Ricardo Buryaile expressed his concern about the impact on 
soybean exports in a letter to European Commissioner for Agriculture Phil Hogan and 
Commissioner for Health Vytenis Andriukaitis, according to two officials who saw the letter. 
These worries about the impact on trade flows stemming from a ban on glyphosate were 
raised earlier this year in the World Trade Organization’s Committee on Sanitary and 
Phytosanitary Measures. During a meeting March 22 and 23, Argentina told members of the 
committee that there were “concerns regarding the immediate impact on trade of 
agricultural products if the authorization [for glyphosate] was not further renewed.” 
Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile and New Zealand echoed the concerns of Argentina, 
according to minutes from the meeting. 
If glyphosate is no longer on the market after December 15, the mechanics of limiting 
imports could take two paths. 
If the ban is introduced because of health concerns, the EU must inform the WTO it is 
reducing its maximum residue levels for glyphosate to 0.01 milligrams per kilogram. That 
would be significantly below the 20 milligrams per kilogram limit now allowed for soy 
imports from Brazil, for example. 
Should the ban be implemented for reasons other than health, the Commission can 
introduce a so-called import tolerance procedure, which allows for a higher maximum 
residue level than 0.01 milligrams. 
Negotiations could, however, lead to an effective import ban. 



Canada’s grains industry argues that Italy is looking to leap on a glyphosate ban to 
limit imports of Canadian durum wheat, widely used in pasta making. 
Cam Dahl, president of Cereals Canada, accused Italy of protectionism. “We’re the largest 
exporter into Italy … From my perspective it’s a very active campaign to denigrate the 
quality and safety of Canadian durum — of course that is not based on science.” 
Despite the rapidly approaching deadline to decide on whether to renew glyphosate’s 
license, there is little sign of consensus. The Commission proposed a five-year renewal, but 
major member countries oppose this. Germany is trying to marshal support for a three-year 
extension. France and Belgium want the chemical to be phased out. 
Countries will try again to strike a deal on November 9, a little more than a month before 
glyphosate’s EU license expires on December 15. 
Should there be no break in the impasse, it will fall to the Commission to decide. 

back to top  

Argentine wheat exports hopes cut, as early harvest yields disappoint 
30 October – Agrimoney.com 

Argentina’s wheat exports will drop further than had been thought, undermined by wet 
conditions which, after preventing some sowings, have raised concerns over crop 
development too. 
The US Department of Agriculture’s Buenos Aires bureau pegged Argentina’s wheat exports 
in 2017-18, on a December-to-November basis, at 10.8m tonnes, a drop of 2.2m tonnes 
from the record high expected for the current season. 
The figure is 700,000 tonnes lower than the USDA’s official estimate, and represents a 
second downgrade in days, after the International Grains Council last week cut by 400,000 
tonnes to 10.9m tonnes its forecast for shipments. 
Argentina’s wheat export potential is being particularly closely watched this season, given a 
poor harvest in neighbouring Brazil, a structural importer of the grain. 
A shortfall in Argentine supplies could open up Brazil to other origins, or at least curtail 
rivalry for orders by other importing countries. 
Indeed, Brazil’s farm ministry last week pressed for approval of 750,000 tonnes of wheat 
imports free of the duty usually applied to purchases from outside the Mercosur trade bloc, 
of which Argentina is also a member. 
Argentine prices are notably competitive at $185 a tonne as of October 25 from upriver 
sources on an FOB basis, compared with $194 a tonne for Black Sea milling wheat, and $214 
a tonne for hard red winter wheat from US Gulf ports, according to the IGC. 
The bureau said its reduced Argentine export estimate was “a reflection of” a weaker 
harvest forecast, which it cut to 16.8m tonnes – 700,000 tonnes below the USDA’s official 
estimate, and a drop of 1.6m tonnes year on year.  
The downgraded harvest forecast in turn reflected largely an estimate of the country’s 
wheat area, on a harvested basis, of 5.2m hectares, 400,000 hectares below the official 
USDA figure. 
“Excess rain during the planting and growing seasons will negatively affect the harvested 
area,” with sowings haven fallen short of expectations thanks to wetness which cost some 
150,000-200,000 hectares of losses in what was seeded.  
The bureau also flagged that “there are some doubts about the final quality, which will 
depend on how high yields are and how effective was the application of fertilizers as 
continued rains could have leached out part of the applied nutrients”. 



Fertilizers, besides boosting yield, are also key for quality, with nitrogen for instance 
providing a boost to protein levels. 
The bureau added that results from early harvesting, in northern areas, had shown “yields 
somewhat lower than earlier expected”. 
The comments tallied with ideas from the Buenos Grains exchange last week that yields 
from the early northern harvest were below initial forecasts, pegging the national result so 
far at 1.13 tonnes per hectare. 
It also flagged some potential losses to late frosts and hail, but as of October 25 pegged the 
Argentine wheat crop at 59.6% good or excellent, a rise of 2.2 points over the previous 
reading, two weeks before. 
The IGC last week cut its Argentine wheat production figure by 600,000 tonnes to 15.9m 
tonnes, saying that “excessive rains in Argentina, which prevented some wheat area from 
being planted, continued in the first part of October in parts of Buenos Aires and La Pampa 
provinces”. 
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India formally starts export to Afghanistan via Chabahar with 1.1 million tonnes of wheat 
29 October – Khaama.com 

India on Sunday formally started exports to Afghanistan via Chabahar port in Iran by flagging 
off the first shipment of 1.1 million tons of wheat to Afghanistan. 
The Ministry of External Affairs of India in a statement said “External Affairs Minister Smt. 
Sushma Swaraj and Foreign Minister of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan H.E. Salahuddin 
Rabbani, through a joint video conference, flagged off the first shipment of wheat from India 
to Afghanistan that would be transhipped through the Chabahar port in Iran.” 
The statement further added that the shipment is part of commitment made by the 
Government of India to supply 1.1 million tons of wheat for the people of Afghanistan on 
grant basis. 
“The two Foreign Ministers welcomed the fact that this is the first shipment that would be 
going to Afghanistan through the Chabahar port after Trilateral Agreement on Establishment 
of International Transport and Transit Corridor was signed during the visit of the Prime 
Minister of India to Iran in May 2016,” the statement added. 
According to the Indian officials, six more wheat shipments will be sent to Afghanistan over 
the next few months. They also reaffirmed their commitment to continue their cooperation 
for the benefit and prosperity of the people of Afghanistan and the region. 
“The shipment of wheat is a landmark moment as it will pave the way for operationalisation 
of the Chabahar port as an alternate, reliable and robust connectivity for Afghanistan,” India’s 
External Affairs Ministry said, adding that it will open up new opportunities for trade and 
transit from and to Afghanistan and enhance trade and commerce between the three 
countries and the wider region. 

back to top  

China cuts minimum purchase price for wheat for first time in over a decade 
27 October – Nasdaq.com 

China, the world's top wheat producer, has cut its minimum purchase price for the grain for 
2018 to help whittle its mammoth stockpiles and adjust to the market, the first such move 
since the policy was launched over a decade ago. 



The government has cut the 2018 price to 2,300 yuan ($346) per tonne, down 2.5% from 
this year, the National Development and Reform Commission said on its website on Friday. 
The new price takes into account "grain production costs, market supply and demand, 
domestic and foreign market prices and industry development", the state planner said. 
The government buys wheat from farmers at the minimum price when the market price 
drops below that level. But the policy has led to growing state stocks of the grain, even as 
China continues to import some types of wheat. 
The government has abandoned similar programmes for cotton and maize in recent years in 
a bid to align output better with global prices and demand. State wheat stockpiles account 
for about half the world's inventory. 
Shanghai JC Intelligence Co Ltd estimates there are 74 million tonnes of wheat in state 
reserves. That compares to the nation's annual consumption of about 100 million tonnes. 
As early as February, a key policy document had warned that the minimum purchase price 
for wheat needed to be "appropriately adjusted". 
Since then, officials have reiterated the need to adjust the price. 
The move is a step towards bringing domestic prices more inline with the international 
market, and could ease some of the tensions with the United States over Beijing's subsidies, 
which Washington says break international trade rules. 
The U.S. has launched a challenge to China's price supports for wheat, maize and rice at the 
World Trade Organization. 
China says its agricultural support policies are consistent with WTO regulations and 
international practice. 
The cut is not expected to immediately impact the market, with a lower price widely 
anticipated, said Fan Jingya, analyst at Cofco Futures. 
She added that most winter wheat has already been planted so a lower price will not affect 
planting decisions until next year. China produced 127.35 million tonnes of wheat this year, 
up almost 1% on 2016. 
The ex-warehouse price for wheat in top wheat province Henan <W-EXWHGS-GEN> is 
currently at 2,520 yuan per tonne, more than double the most active wheat contract on the 
Chicago Board of Trade. 

back to top  

South Africa poised for ‘another big’ maize crop – but wheat prospects fall short 
26 October – Agriculturewire.com 

South Africa appears poised for larger-than-expected maize supplies, but an increasing 
wheat import requirement, after official data on both crop came in wide of investor 
forecasts. 
The country’s official Crop Estimates Committee, in its first forecasts for South African maize 
plantings for harvesting in 2018, pegged them at 2.47m hectares, a drop of 6.0% year on 
year. 
Producers surveyed ahead of the forecast “indicated that less maize, especially white maize, 
will be planted for the 2018 harvest”, the committee said, pegging white maize area down 
14.5% at 1.40m hectares. 
This drop is “mainly because of farmers switching to other crops”, including oilseeds, but 
also yellow maize, for which sowings were pegged at 1.07m hectares a rise of 8.2% year on 
year. 



Nonetheless, the loss of maize area was less severe than expected by investors, who had 
forecast a figure of 2.18m hectares, according to a Reuters survey, a drop of some 17% year 
on year. 
Indeed, the data were a “surprise, given the low level of prices, and large stocks”, wich have 
doubled to 10.1m tonnes in the year to September, with large supplies limiting the odds of a 
recovery in values, said Wandile Sihlobo, at South African industry group Agbiz. 
November futures in yellow maize, used mainly in feed, closed at 2,085 rand a tonne in 
Johannesburg earlier on Thursday, down 35% year on year, with November futures in white 
maize, a food staple, down 47% at $1,980 rand a tonne. 
Given the particular price fall, and weakness in demand evident in a soft export 
performance, investors had expected the white maize sowings figure to fall even further, by 
29% to 1.16m hectares. 
White maize, which has historically accounted for the majority of South Africa’s maize 
exports, has accounted for only some 35% of South Africa’s shipments of 1.4m tonnes so far 
in 2017-18. 
Given the strong plantings prospects, and a forecast of decent rains stretching into 
February, covering the period of sowing and establishment, “we could have another large 
maize crop, assuming good weather,” Mr Sihlobo told. 
However, he flagged that the maize area could yet fall further than officials currently expect, 
with Thursday’s data “showing intentions for planting, not the area actually planted”. 
On wheat, by contrast, the committee cut its forecast for the forthcoming harvest by more 
than 61,000 tonnes, to 1.66m tonnes, taking it more than 250,000 tonnes below last 
season’s crop. 
The downgrade was “mainly because the main wheat producing province, namely the 
Western Cape, experiences dryness”, said the committee, whose downgrade defied 
expectations of an unchanged figure, according to a Bloomberg poll. 
The weakened wheat production expectation leaves the country on course for an even 
bigger rise in imports than expected this season, from the 940,000 tonnes seen in 2016-17, 
Mr Sihlobo said. 
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Brazil’s agriculture ministry seeks duty-free quota to import wheat 
25 October – TimesofIndia.com 

Brazil's agriculture ministry is seeking approval to import 750,000 tonnes of wheat duty-
free, its press office said on Wednesday. 

The request follows a reduction of planted area this year and problems with production in 
the southern states of the country, where above-average rains and frosts damaged the 
fields. 

Brazil is one of the world's largest wheat importers and normally buys the cereal from its 
Mercosur trade block partner Argentina, which already enjoys duty-free treatment as part 
of the block's rules. Suppliers outside Mercosur face an import tax of 10 percent. 

The ministry said the duty-free quota, if approved, would allow wheat from all origins, 
including the United States, which sells some wheat to Brazil at times when it can compete 
with Argentina on price. 

The quota would be welcomed by other suppliers, with Russia in the forefront. 



One of the world's largest wheat exporters, Russia usually supplies the Middle East and 
North Africa, but it is harvesting a record grain crop this year and has repeatedly said that it 
would like to start shipping wheat to Brazil as it is searching for new markets. 

Brazil's Agriculture Minister Blairo Maggi met his Russian counterpart in Moscow in early 
October, and wheat trade was one of the topics discussed. 

Brazil's planted area with wheat fell almost 10 percent this year as farmers chose other 
crops that were giving them better returns. 

Above-average rains and frosts in the South of the country, where most wheat is cultivated, 
damaged the already smaller crop. The country is expected to produce only 4.88 million 
tonnes, 27.4 percent less than last year. Local consumption is seen by the government at 
11.3 million tonnes. 

The request could be evaluated by Brazil's top foreign trade chamber Camex early in 
November. The chamber is composed of representatives from several ministries and is in 
charge of deciding on changes in the country's foreign trade policies.  

back to top  

US sets antidumping duties on Argentine, Indonesian biodiesel 

24 October - Reuters 

The U.S. Commerce Department set preliminary antidumping duties on imports of biodiesel 
from Argentina and Indonesia, after an initial finding that the products used as motor fuel 
were being sold at prices below market value in the United States. 
The antidumping duties set range from 54.36 percent to 70.05 percent on soy-based 
biodiesel from Argentina, and 50.71 percent on palm oil biodiesel from Indonesia, the 
Commerce Department said in a statement on Monday. 
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross said the Argentine government has asked for negotiations 
and that the department is working on possible suspension agreements. 
Argentina’s Foreign Ministry said the new duties would have little impact because 
preliminary countervailing duties of as much as 64.17 percent that had been applied in 
August already made “access to the U.S. market impossible.” 
“A possible application of additional duties has no practical effect in terms of real market 
access,” Argentina’s Foreign Ministry said in a statement to Reuters. 
The Argentine government was working toward an agreement to suspend both the 
antidumping and the subsidies investigations, the ministry said. 
Indonesia, for its part, will contest the antidumping duty, said Oke Nurwan, a senior trade 
ministry official in Jakarta. 
At the beginning of the investigation by the U.S. Commerce Department, Indonesian 
exporters were threatened with a 28.1 percent duty, said Nurwan, adding Jakarta will 
submit its own calculation to the U.S. agency. 
“We will fight to counter the U.S. dumping allegation,” he said. 
President Donald Trump’s administration has made enforcement of trade laws a top 
priority. From Jan. 20, the day Trump took office, through Oct. 23, the Commerce 
Department said it initiated 73 antidumping and countervailing duty investigations, up 52 
percent from the previous year. 
U.S. producers of biodiesel petitioned the government earlier this year, saying foreign 
imports came into the United States below market value, harming domestic makers. 



The National Biodiesel Board, a trade group representing producers such as Archer Daniels 
Midland Co, praised the latest action, saying it had joined the petition to “address a flood of 
subsidized and dumped imports from Argentina and Indonesia that has resulted in market 
share losses and depressed prices for domestic producers.” 
“It is reassuring with each decision that the Commerce Department is reviewing the data 
and facts at face value,” said Doug Whitehead, chief operating officer of the National 
Biodiesel Board. 
Carbio, the Argentine biodiesel industry group that represents producers including Cargill 
Inc and Louis Dreyfus Co, declined to comment on the antidumping decision. In August, it 
denied there were subsidies on the country’s biodiesel exports and called the duties 
protectionist. 
Argentina’s government is negotiating a minimum price for its biodiesel that it hopes could 
replace punitive tariffs, Horacio Reyser, secretary of international economic relations at the 
Foreign Ministry, told Reuters last month. 
In 2016, imports of biodiesel from Argentina and Indonesia were valued at an estimated 
$1.2 billion and $268 million, respectively, according to the Commerce Department. 
Argentina last year accounted for two-thirds of U.S. biodiesel imports, totaling 916 million 
gallons (3.5 billion liters), according to U.S. government data. 
Commerce Department head Ross said he was hopeful a “negotiated solution” could be 
found. 
“We are thankful to the government of Argentina for their proactive approach to solving 
this issue, and remain optimistic that a negotiated solution can be reached both with 
Argentina and with Indonesia,” Ross said. 
The department is scheduled to make its final antidumping decision around Jan. 3. 
The duties need to be upheld by a finding by the U.S. International Trade Commission that 
the imports harm U.S. producers. Such a finding would lock the duties in place for five years. 
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EU wheat exporters look to winter revival after Russian glut 
23 October – Agriculture.com 

An upturn in EU wheat exports after a sluggish start to the season may hinge on a drop in 
the euro, success in Morocco's upcoming import campaign and logistical limits to massive 
Russian shipments, analysts and traders said. 
European Union exports of soft wheat, or common wheat, in the 2017/18 season that 
started in July are running nearly one-third behind last season's pace, despite a bigger EU 
harvest. 
The modest export performance is widely attributed to heavy flows from Russia after a 
record crop in the world's top wheat exporter, and the upcoming Argentine harvest could 
add to competition on a wheat market brimming with stocks. 
A strengthening in the euro has added pressure, making grain from Western European 
countries such as France more expensive in dollar-priced export markets. 
The EU's supply situation has played a part, with rain damage to Germany and Poland's 
harvests reducing their surplus of bread wheat, while drought in Spain has led countries 
such as Romania to ship some wheat there rather than outside the EU. 
EU exports typically accelerate from the middle of the season once cheaper rivals like Russia 
have offloaded the bulk of their supply and winter weather hampers logistics in the Black 
Sea region. 



But Russian dominance at the start of 2017/18 has put the onus on the EU to achieve a 
bigger-than-usual winter revival. 
For France, the EU's biggest wheat grower, Russian competition has increased its reliance on 
Algeria and left analysts sceptical about farming agency FranceAgriMer's forecast for 10.2 
million tonnes in exports outside the EU. 
Morocco's move to bring forward by one month the start of its import window to Dec. 1 has 
offered some hope. 
"French prices have become more competitive and they need to continue doing so," 
Alexandre Boy of consultancy Agritel said. 
"France has a strong card to play in Morocco from December." Traders said there was talk 
sales of French wheat to Morocco had already been concluded, although they cautioned 
that Black Sea origins have gained market share in Morocco in recent years. 
"France needs to find extra demand and sales to Morocco are a first step," said Noel Fryer, 
analyst and publisher of Fryers Reports. 
"But Morocco alone cannot fill the gap and there is much more work to do. And you have to 
bear in mind Russia's capacity to lower its prices in response to this new French 
competition." 
France is unlikely to secure many sales in Egypt, the world's largest wheat importer, where 
disputed inspection practices have deterred suppliers and reinforced the predominant 
role of Russia. 
Export sentiment is more pessimistic in Germany, the EU's second-largest wheat producer, 
after its rain-hit harvest and exports are seen mainly confined to some sub-Saharan 
markets. 
"I cannot visualise an improvement in German wheat export prospects without a major fall 
in the euro," one trader said. 
"The rain-damaged crop is also reducing German export supplies, but this is also true in 
Poland, which suffered the same problem of late rain on its harvest this summer." 
Quality problems in Germany have shifted demand for high-protein wheat towards the 
Baltic states, whose combined exports outside the EU so far in 2017/18 are more than 
Germany's. 
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Ukraine is sprouting as grain export titan 
12 October – The West Australia.com 

The head of a major Ukrainian global grain exporter has issued a warning to Australian 
wheat producers — his country’s grain will expand its footprint across global markets in 
years to come. 
Konstantin Litvinsky, chief executive officer of Kernel Holding, addressed an audience of 220 
at the Grains Industry of WA annual forum last Wednesday. 
He said Ukrainian wheat exports had gained momentum in nearby Middle Eastern and 
North African markets in the past 30 years and were now finding their way into Australia’s 
South-East Asian markets, including Indonesia, the Philippines and Vietnam. 
In 10 years, Ukraine’s slice of the world grain export pie increased from 4.3 to 12 per cent, 
which Mr Litvinsky said was driven by yield improvements. 
The country’s wheat, corn and barley exports have swelled from nine million tonnes in 
2006-07 to 45 million tonnes in 2016-17. 



Australia exported 11 million of wheat, corn and barley in 2006-07 and 33 million tonnes in 
2016-17. 
Mr Litvinsky said Ukrainian wheat production would continue to rise on the back of 
agronomic modernisation — which would improve yields — as well as the restructure of 
agri-holdings, investment in logistics and improved grain quality. 
However, he said Ukraine faced several challenges and posed minimal threat to Australia’s 
canola and barley exports. 
Also, a major roadblock for Ukrainian wheat production was its government’s “reluctance to 
fix rail infrastructure” or provide incentives for private companies to invest in rail. 
Speaking at the conference, CBH marketing and trading general manager Jason Craig said 
Asia’s demand for wheat was growing. 
“We have seen in the last couple of years that Ukraine and Russia are taking some of our 
market share, but this is on a growth platform, if you remember,” he said. 
“Particularly places like Indonesia, Vietnam and the Philippines, they are growing anywhere 
between three and five per cent. 
“So yes, they are taking some of our market share but it’s in a growth market. 
“It’s how we use that growth as an opportunity to increase our productivity here in Western 
Australia and, of course, in Australia. 
“We are under pressure here but it’s about investing not only in the supply chain but also in 
the productivity and as a whole industry investment, it can’t just be farmers investing, it 
can’t be just the supply chain investing, it needs to be across industry.” 
Australian Export Grains Innovation Centre documentation has labelled Ukraine a “modest 
threat” to Australian wheat exporters but lists potential threat as large. 
“Ukraine’s competitiveness in the international wheat export market is underpinned by 
greater rates of yield advancement and greater cost efficiencies in its grain supply chains,” 
the AEGIC said. 
“Ukraine is currently less able, compared with Australia, to reliably satisfy the wheat volume 
and wheat quality needs of end users in Asian markets. 
“Australia has time to prepare for and counter likely greater competition from Ukrainian 
wheat exports.” 
A group of WA growers recently returned from a self-funded tour of Ukraine. 
Included in the tour was Tammin grower Brad Jones, who hosted Mr Litvinsky at his farm 
last Friday. 
Ukraine’s current 62 million tonne annual grain crop is projected to reach 102 million tonnes 
within a decade, and Russia’s current annual 105 million tonne crop could grow to 138 
million tonnes in the same period. 
Australia’s grain crop was 49 million tonnes last year. Ukraine has 32 million hectares of 
highly productive soil with a favourable climate. 
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World grain markets have recipe for strong volatility  
11 October – Blackseagrain.com 

Global grain markets possess the "recipe for strong volatility" despite apparently strong 
inventories, AHDB lead analyst Jack Watts said – likening dynamics to those in banking 
markets ahead of the world economic crisis. 
"Complacency over supply, we see have seen that time and time again," Mr Watts said, 
noting that the world in 2017-18 looked like seeing a fifth year of grain production surplus. 



However, flagging supply risks, particularly in wheat, he said adding that "the recipe is there 
for strong volatility" in prices. 
"All looks calm on the surface, but there are key risks to be aware of." 
One was the growing proportion of wheat inventories held in China, and so effectively 
unavailable to the world market, a factor which was "distorting perspectives" on global 
supplies. 
"There is real divergence between global wheat stocks and accessible wheat stocks," he told 
the AHDB grains outlook conference, with world wheat inventories outside China at their 
tightest in nine years, when compared with demand to form the stocks-to-use ratio, a much 
watched pricing metric. 
And the growing reliance too on Russian wheat supplies was also a factor for concern, given 
the country's record of occasional heat-devastated harvests. 
"The market is growing in confidence in the consistency of supplies coming from Russia," 
expected to become the world's top wheat exporter in 2017-18. 
However, if the world were to see a repeat of hiccups which beset crops in the likes of 2010 
and 2012 "the impact would be much bigger because Russia has a bigger role in supplying 
wheat to the world." 
The trend towards "deglobalisation" evident in growing nationalism in many countries also 
represented a potential cause for concern, given that 25% of world wheat output is traded. 
"Any threat to globalisation would have quite a big impact on the ability of the wheat 
market to function," he told the conference, in London. 
There were "passive risks beneath the surface for grain markets" which were "not dissimilar 
to passive risks building up 10 years ago" in the banking sector ahead of the global economic 
crisis. 
"Long-run risks to the global grain market are growing," Mr Watts said. 
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Kenyan maize farmers stare at massive losses amid armyworm invasion 
10 October – AllAfrica.com 

Kenyan farmer Geoffrey Koech was staring at his ten-acre maize plantation shortly before 
the harvest with regret and bewilderment, aware that his investment had gone down the 
drain due to armyworm infestation. 
"We are staring into a disaster," he told Xinhua in a recent interview as hired laborers 
geared up to clear the corn that had retarded due to attack by the voracious pest 
Koech's farm located 159 km southwest of Nairobi was invaded by the fall armyworm (FAW) 
a few months ago and his efforts to salvage a portion of the farm from the fast-spreading 
pest were futile. 
He now faces tough days ahead as farming is his only source of income. 
The pests have caught many farmers like Koech by surprise, leaving a trail of destruction 
that is expected to trickle down to millions of households across Kenya that rely on corn as 
their staple food. 
"It all started like a joke, during one of my tours around the farm, I noticed some of the 
plants had been attacked but I thought it is the usual worms that we deal with here. Within 
two weeks, I couldn't believe my eyes as most of the plants had been attacked. I tried using 
pesticides but it was too late," said Koech. 
He had only heard about the FAW invasion in neighboring Uganda but never thought 
anything of the sort could strike closer home. 



As small-holder farmers like Koech ponder on their next move, Kenya as a country stares at 
a 20 to 25-percent drop in maize yields in 2017, further complicating the situation as the 
East African nation is still reeling from the harsh effects of drought. 
According to the Centre for Agriculture and Bioscience International (CABI), the caterpillar 
could cause maize losses costing 12 African countries up to 6.1 billion U.S. dollars per 
annum, unless control methods are urgently put in place. 
The FAW which was previously reported in Western Kenya has now spread to other regions 
such as Kwale County in the Coast. 
In its latest "evidence note" report on the FAW, CABI said the caterpillar has the potential to 
cause maize yield losses ranging from 8.3 to 20.6 million tonnes per annum, in the absence 
of any control methods, in just 12 of Africa's maize-producing countries. 
According to the report, FAW should be expected to spread throughout suitable habitats in 
mainland sub-Saharan Africa within the next few cropping seasons. 
Northern Africa and Madagascar are also at risk. In September, 28 countries in Africa 
confirmed presence of the pest, compared to only 12 five months earlier. 
A further nine countries have conducted or are presently conducting surveys, and either 
strongly suspect its presence or are awaiting official confirmation. 
According to Roger Day, CABI's Sanitary and Phytosanitary (SPS) Coordinator, to avert the 
looming food crisis, affected nations need to come up with an integrated approach to deal 
with the crisis. 
"Work must also start to assess which crop varieties can resist or tolerate FAW. In the longer 
run, national policies should promote lower risk control options through short-term 
subsidies and rapid assessment and registration of biopesticides and biological control 
products," Day said. 
Immediate recommendations in the report include raising awareness on FAW symptoms, 
early detection and control, and the creation and communication of a list of recommended, 
regulated pesticides. 
"If I was well informed on what to look out for and what to do when I discovered the first 
worm, I believe I could have saved close to a quarter of my farm from being invaded," said 
Koech. 
In July, Kenya's Agriculture Cabinet Secretary Willy Bett expressed concern over the FAW 
invasion saying the country's food security was at stake as production in 2017 is forecast to 
drop by 9 million bags. 
The worm, according to the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), is native to the 
Americas but there is no documented evidence to indicate how it crossed oceans to land in 
Africa. 
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Reports  

The State of Food and Agriculture 2017. Leveraging food systems for inclusive rural 
transformation - FAO  

The State of Food and Agriculture, FAO's major annual flagship publication, aims at bringing 
to wider audience balanced science-based assessments of important issues in the field of 
food and agriculture. Each edition of the report contains a comprehensive, yet easily 
accessible, overview of selected topic of major relevance for rural and agriculture 
development and for global food security. 

Commodity Markets Outlook October – World Bank 

The World Bank’s Commodity Markets Outlook provides detailed market analysis for major 
commodity groups, including energy, metals, agriculture, precious metals, and fertilizers. 
The report includes price forecasts to 2030 for more than 45 commodities. It also provides 
historical price data and supply, demand, and trade balances for most commodities. 

South African Supply and Demand Estimates October 2017 Report – National Agricultural 
Marketing Council 

This report provides supply and demand projections for grains and oilseeds in South Africa. 
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Monthly Information Sources  

Grain Market Report – IGC  

Oilcrops Monthly Price and Policy Update – FAO  

Crop Monitoring in Europe - European Commission  

FAO Rice Price Update – FAO  

World Agricultural Supply and Demand Estimates – USDA  

Early Warning Crop Monitor – GEOGLAM  

Commodity Price Data - World Bank   

Food Price Monitoring and Analysis (FPMA) - FAO  

GIEWS Country Briefs - FAO  
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http://www.fao.org/3/a-I7658e.pdf
http://www.fao.org/3/a-I7658e.pdf
http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/743431507927822505/CMO-October-2017-Full-Report.pdf
http://www.namc.co.za/upload/SupplyAndDemandReports/SASDE%20Report%2031%20Oct%202017.pdf
http://www.namc.co.za/upload/SupplyAndDemandReports/SASDE%20Report%2031%20Oct%202017.pdf
http://www.igc.int/downloads/gmrsummary/gmrsumme.pdf
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http://www.fao.org/3/a-bt310e.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/sites/jrcsh/files/jrc-mars-bulletin-vol25-no10.pdf
http://www.fao.org/economic/est/publications/rice-publications/the-fao-rice-price-update/en/
https://www.usda.gov/oce/commodity/wasde/latest.pdf
https://cropmonitor.org/index.php/2017/10/05/crop-monitor-for-early-warning-september-2017/
http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/773351507048031470/CMO-Pink-Sheet-October-2017.pdf
http://www.fao.org/3/a-i7934e.pdf
http://www.fao.org/giews/countrybrief/index.jsp
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